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Abstract

Online monitoring of software systems has lately been gaining popularity. Yet, such monitoring interferes with the system under observation, possibly causing unexpected repercussions such as system slowdown. In various cases, such as the financial sector, it is still worth detecting a problem late. The awareness of the problem might be useful to avert similar problems from reoccurring in the future. The LARVA monitoring framework has been adapted to support offline monitoring of systems and has been applied to an industrial case study — a financial transaction system. Various interesting issues emerge: initialisation of monitors, and the implementation of timestamp-driven clocks.
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1. Introduction

To date, the most widely used technique for software quality assurance is testing. Yet, with testing in place, we have grown accustomed to expect a newly released software to contain bugs. This situation might be acceptable for a word processor but not ideal for a system which handles financial transactions. Model checking [4] techniques, which guarantee that a system adheres to its properties no matter what the inputs are, is the golden grail. Unfortunately, it does not scale up well for large systems. A possible solution to this dilemma is runtime monitoring [5] where a system is continuously being monitored to detect any problems which might arise and possibly take some remedy action. The idea of monitoring is not new and has been used for decades to monitor critical systems such as power plants. In our approach, instead of installing sensors to detect malfunction of machinery, we insert monitors in software detecting system calls and variable changes. Instead of checking against fluid leaks, we check that no data is given to unauthorised users. Instead of shutting down part of the plant in case of a fault, we block a malicious user from the system. There are two modes of monitoring: online and offline. Online monitoring is when monitoring is done in synch with the observed system, i.e. the system waits for the monitor to complete its verification before progressing. In the case of offline monitoring, a log of events is monitored, possibly much later than the actual time the events occurred. This means that the monitor cannot take recovery actions at the time when the problem occurs. The advantage is that monitoring does not interfere with the system except for the logging of events, which is typically performed in any case.

In this paper, we present the adaptation of the runtime monitoring system LARVA applied to an industrial case study from Ixaris Ltd. The contributions of this work are two-fold: (i) an offline monitoring architecture supporting a highly expressive logic, initialisation of monitors, and timestamp-driven clocks; (ii) the application of the architecture on an industrial case study.

This paper is structured as follows: next we give background information about LARVA and the Ixaris system (on which the case study was carried out). In Section 4 we give an overview of the architecture — going into detail in certain interesting aspects. An account of the properties of the case study is given in the Section 5. Subsequently, we relate the work to the literature in Section 6 and conclude, giving future directions.
2. Background

2.1. LARVA

A runtime verification architecture normally involves the following five components: (i) a system to be monitored; (ii) a set of specifications written in some formal notation; (iii) a stream of events extracted from the system in (i); (iv) a monitoring system which receives the events and verifies them according to the specification in (ii); and (v) a feedback loop through which the monitor may influence the system in case of property violation. The LARVA architecture is no exception and has the above five components. However, for the purposes of this paper, we will ignore the feedback loop capability of LARVA.

A user who wants to monitor a system using LARVA must supply the system itself — a Java program — and a set of specifications in the form of a LARVA script — a textual representation of DATAEs [6], similar to timed-automata enriched with stopwatches. Using the LARVA compiler, the specification is transformed into the equivalent monitoring code, together with a number of aspects which extract the events from the system. Aspects are generated in AspectJ, one of the aspect-oriented implementations for Java, enabling automatic code injection without directly altering the actual code of the system. If events are available in a database, (as in the case of our case study), a simple Java program is used to extract events from the database and replay them for LARVA to detect and check.

As an example, consider a system where one needs to monitor bad logins and the activity of a logged in user. By having access to badlogin, goodlogin and interact events (each of which corresponds to an entry in the log database), one can keep a successive badlogin counter and a clock to measure the time a user is inactive. Fig. 1 shows the specification of a property stating that there are no more than two successive bad logins and 30 minutes of inactivity when logged in, expressed as a DATE automaton [6]. Transitions have three (backslash separated) labels: (i) the event triggering it; (ii) the condition which is checked before taking it; and (iii) the action performed when it is taken. A total ordering on the transitions is used to ensure determinism.

3. Technology

Ixaris Systems Ltd is a privately owned company that operates EntroPay, an online prepaid payment service. EntroPay users deposit funds through funding instruments types (such as their own personal credit card or through a bank transfer mechanism) and spend such funds through spending instruments (such as a virtual VISA card or a Plastic Mastercard). The service is used worldwide and thousands of transactions are processed on a daily basis.

EntroPay is built on SmartPay, a technology framework developed and maintained by Ixaris Systems (Malta) Ltd. This framework addresses various data integrity considerations which need to be taken in consideration when dealing with financial transactions. Through the work presented in this paper, Ixaris aims to extend the SmartPay platform with a run-time verification mechanism which, apart from monitoring against errors due the system code, monitors also the integrity of the system across the system’s runtime execution environment which would include elements ranging from the hardware and middleware configuration to day-to-day manual processes run by operations staff.

![Automaton and LARVA code of the bad logins scenario.](image-url)
4. The Monitoring Architecture

The offline monitoring architecture is very similar to the online counterpart. The main difference is that rather than interfacing with the system, an additional component is required to interface with the system log (a database). In the case of an online system, the monitor receives events directly from the system in sync, i.e. the system waits for the monitor to process events before progressing further. In the case of an offline system, an event player extracts events from the system log and feeds them to the monitor, waiting for the monitor to process each event. Therefore there is no difference in the monitor, except that in the offline mode it cannot take actions to remedy problems. Fig. 2 shows the difference between both architectures.

4.1. Generating Events

For our intents and purposes, an event can be considered as any interesting action which occurred within a system. In a log database, an event is usually a record in a table. However, in some cases, to locate all the event details (parameters), several records need to be consulted. Inversely, a record might feature in several events. Considering the need for such flexibility, an appropriate way of defining an event is by using a select statement. Each select statement returns a number of records — considered to be a list of events of a particular type — where each record has a number of fields considered to be the event parameters. It is up to the designer of the properties to define an event in terms of an SQL select statement. Once a select statement has been drawn up for each event type, they are executed and all the events are sorted in chronological order. Due to sorting, it is necessary that every event has a timestamp field.

5. Properties

There are various properties which are currently being monitored. These are by far not exhaustive but the focus was on what is most sensitive and worth monitoring. In general, the properties fall under two categories: (i) checking that something occurs within the expected time frame; and (ii) checking that something does not occur when not expected to (commonly known as bounded liveness and safety properties). To decide whether something is expected or not, the system requires some kind of context to take the decision. Although a lot of properties overlap in the type of context they use, we can roughly classify the properties under four kinds of context (listed in order of the number of properties):

- **Life cycle** A lot of properties depend on which phase of the life-cycle an entity is. For example, the current user state is crucial in determining the subsequent user state.
- **Real-time** A good number of properties are real-time properties. In most cases this is due to some kind of expiration which triggers some activity in the system.
- **Rights** User rights are a very important aspect of the system’s security. A number of transactions require the user to have particular rights before the transaction is permitted.
- **Amounts** There are various limits (for security reasons) on the frequency of certain transactions and the total amount of money which these transactions constitute. For example, a user who is unexpectedly loading a lot of money and spending it, might imply that the user account has been hacked.

6. Related Work

In principle, any algorithm used for online monitoring can be used for offline monitoring as long as all the information available at runtime is also available offline. The inverse, however, is not always true because some offline algorithms [10], [11] assume that the complete trace is available at the time of checking.

There are numerous algorithms and tools [7], [8], [1], [3], [2], [10], [9] which support offline monitoring — sometimes also known as trace checking. However, we are particularly interested in log analysers, i.e. analysers which obtain the trace directly from the log file. This technique is mostly used for the evaluation of testing results. There are three works which are closest to our approach [1], [3], [2], two of which come from the area of testing [3], [2]. The Test Behaviour Language (TBL) [3] allows a user to write specifications in terms of patterns which are automatically translated into executable scripts. TBL supports parametrisation
of events and a timeout construct. The use of the timeout requires the validating script to run at the same time of the system. Thus, although extracting information from the logs, the monitoring is not purely offline. The Log File Analysis Language (LFAL) [2], like TBL, is a specification language which can be translated to verify test results. LFAL does not support real-time and is purely offline. Apart from parametrisation of events, LFAL also supports parametrisation of states and uses a state-machine-like notation. Both TBL and LFAL are applied directly to textual logs. This approach is highly susceptible to changes in the format of the log. LOGSCOPE[1], on the other hand, base its specification on an abstraction of the log. Although LOGSCOPE uses a user friendly language, it is quite restrictive for the general case. Properties for LOGSCOPE can also be defined in terms of $\forall$-automata which are much more expressive. The latter is by far the work closest to our approach. The main difference is that LOGSCOPE does not offer parametrised monitors, and explicit support for real-time properties.

7. Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper we presented an offline monitoring architecture where the log of the system is verified asynchronously with respect to a specification written in LARVA. Various interesting issues emerge such as the implementation of timestamp-driven clocks (TDCs), and the initialisation and maintenance of the monitors. The architecture has been applied to an industrial case study and the preliminary results are encouraging. The work presented here is intended to evolve into a novel architecture where the online and the offline approach can be combined using the notion of compensations where actions of a system can be ‘undone’ to somewhat restore a previous state. Thus, even if an error is detected late, (due to the non-synchronous nature of offline monitoring) compensations can be used to correct the state of the system.
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